
This is the standard examination for exploration of the colon. It is used to analyse the mucosa 
in detail (zoom, colorants, dye lasers...), take samples for histological examination and 
for curative or palliative therapeutic procedures. It is difficult to learn, but a colonoscopy 
is an effective weapon in the prevention of colorectal cancer, a veritable «epidemic», by 
removing colon adenomas. But like any weapon, it is vital to know how to manipulate the 
colonoscope and this requires a codified, efficient and transmissible procedure.

The originality of this document is that it details precisely the different movements needed 
to reduce a large-bowel obstruction or manoeuvre past angles.

Two basic movement sequences have thus been systematised: one to the right for releasing 
alpha, gamma (D) and omega loops; the other to the left to release a reverse alpha loop, 
passing left and right and gamma (G) angles.

These sequences are simple, but particularly effective in carrying out a colonoscopy and 
can be repeated at each examination.

BASIC PRINCIPLE Of A COLONOSCOPY 

Colon embryology

In the embryo, the endoderm is a rectilinear tube which grows faster than the embryo’s 
body. This leads to:

• ∑Mobile intestinal sections being attached to the posterior wall by mesentery
  (transverse and sigmoid colon, small intestine);

• ∑Fixed intestinal sections such as the rectum, ascending and descending colon.

There may be individual variations in length and 
mesenteric adhesions. The mesosigmoid has 
three types of roots: tight, medium and wide, 
explaining the frequent difficulty in endoscope 
progression because of the development of 
colonic loops.

According to Williams there is: 
• A descending mesentery in 8% of cases.
• A mobile splenic flexure explaining a reverse 
 Alpha loop in 20%
• A transverse colon reaching the pelvis in 29% 
 and a mobile ascending colon in 9% of cases.

In yellow, pink and blue: fixed colonic segments
In white: mobile colonic segments.


